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W E have pleasure in greeting our friends through this 

the 4oth Edition of The Imperial Handbook. T he 
majority of our readers are old Imperialists who 

look forward to the annual issue of this handbook and 
we hope they \vill find in this edition much to interest 
them and encourage them to make still greater use of 
Imperial products. To our new readers we would say 
that our aim in producing this booklet year after year is 
to demonstrate the wide applications of amateur photo
graphy and to suggest to users of our products the best 
means by which to get the maximum benefit from them. 

There is no hobby which gives so much cause for 
satisfaction as photography, and those of our readers 
\vho have not progressed far along the road will find 
many delightful surprises and thrills as they become more 
efficient in the use of their cameras and the handling of their 
materials after exposure. 

The articles in this handbook are intended to illustrate 
some of the many phases of photography and to suggest 
to users of I1nperial products some avenues in which to 
expand their hobby and to make it more interesting and 
entertaining. 

In every branch of photography-Professional- Com
mercial and Amateur-Imperial plates continue to give 
the utmost satisfaction and maintain our prestige and 
goodwill which nearly half a century of earnest endeavour 
has built up. 

The Imperial Dry Plate Co., Ltd., London 
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7\MERA AS RECORDe 
CHANOINO WORL.....,, 

By 1-IAROLD GRAINGER. 

A s recorders the brush and pen of the wirh the past arc graduall y disappearing. 
artist and architect have long since Though machinery, regretfully, so1nc-
been superseded by the camera. No times, is depriving the craftsman of 

matter ho"v faci le the craftsman it is bis accustomed occupation, series of 
impossible to reproduce, '.Vithout an im- prints illustrating manufacturing pro-
mensc amount of Jabour, anyrh ing cesses from the raw material to the finished 
approaching a camera record for crurh of article are of real value and always 
presentation and faithfulness of detail. le arouse great interest. 
is generally accepted that good photo- :Nfany like n1yself must have sometimes 
graphy has had much to do wirb the been surprised at the present appearance, 
rP=====-~=-=-------------,~ after restoration or repair, of 

initiation of permanent collections of 
records of historic buildings, and of those 
possessing special archaeological or archi
tectural features. \'qith local pride 
in ownership so strong, photographic 
societie::s cvery,vhere wisely encourage 
record work, and usually this section is 
an important feature of annual club 
exhibitions. 

In addition to architectural subjects 
with ,vhicb these noces chiefly deal, there 
is ample n1aterial for record workers in 
both town and country. Relics of 
obsolete customs which Link the present 

cottage and ocher property \vhich, 
previously was decidedly pic
turesque. Take for example the 
two prints of the Jacobean gate
way co Fountain's I !all, York-

shire incorporated in the title beading 
abov'e. Bereft of cbe flowering shrubs and 
nestling rock plants in the front, and, to 
unmask cbe view of the H all, of the 
sheltering trees behind, the gateway 
definitely suffers, pictorially? from the !oss 
of its former harmonious setttng. 
Similarly, the thatched cottage on this 
page was, years ago. a treasure for 
picture-making. The narrow winding 
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path, water butts and old-world beds of 
fragrant flowers were all in keeping. 
Recently rebuilt to satisfy Local Authority, 
only the large vine under the eaves has 
been saved to embellish the modern 
dwelling. 

An alteration for the worse, pictorially, 
in a corner of the cobbled market square 
of a small country town is due to the 
decapitation of two trees \Vhich under 
suitable lighting conditions, gave it 
definite pictorial value. The top illustra
tions on page 3 show this. Below these 
are views of Whitby's best known 'tit
bit' (to artists and photographers), 

Arguments Court, as it was a 
few years ago and as it is to
day, wholly lacking pictorial 
possibilities. Repairs to the 
property were oecessa ry, but 
why the aluminiurn painted 
lamp post at the foot of the 
ancient stairway ? \Xlby was 
the light not suspended from 
a wall bracket ? The beautiful 
bent-i ronwork fashioned in 
the past for hanging lights is, in addition 
to being appropriate, an inspiration in 
comparison with this effort of a town 
council. 

Amongst n1any changes in London one 
that probably caused much disappoint
ment \Vas the removal some years ago of 
the tree and surrounding scats in the 
centre of Staple's Inn, Holborn. Com
parison of the t\VO prints shows ho\v 
relatively easy ic used to be to make an 
interesting as 'veil as pictorial record of 
tbis historic part of London. 

On the orher hand rescorations 1.0 
ancient buildings improve cbeir appear
ance when, for financial or ocher reasons, 
private ownership is relinquished to 
allow H.M. Office of Works or similar 

experienced bodies to undertake repairs. 
St. William's College, York, provides a 
good example of thfa. Founded in 1460 
for the Minster priests it later became a 
gentleman's residence, but gradually 
declined until thirtv-two years ago it \vas 
merely a tenement for the very poor. The 
illustrations show it in this deplorable 
condition and after its judicious restora
tion which, including the excavation of 
the Jacobean quadrangle, revived the 
ancient dignity to the entrance. Now it is 
usefully the centre of Church organisation 
in the North. 

Similarly, good \VOrk is going on all 
over the country. Abbeys and Priories, 
castles, cottages, bridges, etc., are, if 
considered of sufficient national import
ance, receiving the san1e attention. It will 
be obvious that comparative photographic 
records, before and after, must inevitably 
provide, in such cases, ma.'<imum inreresc, 
now and in future. 

Record prints should be sharp, have 
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good colour, a long scale of tones and 
be full of detail in high-light and 
shadow. Attention should be paid to 
perpendiculars. 

Slow or medium plates such as Imperial 
Ordinary are favoured by many ; ochers 
use the Imperial S.R. and Imperial Pan. 8., 
backed for preference. Negatives on 
Selochrome FiLns and Film Packs pos
sess all the qualitie~ essential for n1aking 
really good prints. 

Record photographs suitably mounted 
and with explanatory copy will always 
prove a source of interest. Record phoro
grapby is a branch of the art which should 
be cultivated and one from which the 
amateur photographer will derive much 
knowledge and enjoyment. 

Profitable 
Photography 
T HE scope available f ~r the amateur 

photographer who \Vlshes to 1nake 
his bobby profitable, or at least self

supporting, is often pointed our, and 
many amateur camera users sell photo
graphs to the Press from tin1e to tin1e . 
Difficulty is sometimes experienced, how
ever, in understanding why success 
comes easily to certain amateurs, yet is 
denied to others. 

Given a fair mastery of photographic 
technique, failure in amateur Press work 
may often be put down to lack of know
ledge and the erroneous idea that co sell 
photographs is simple. The rewards are 
worth while, but it must be realised that 
the disposal of photographs is in these 
days a business. Even though money
making work ·with the camera may be a 
hobby, it must be approached seriously. 

Many of the precepts of trading in other 
directions can be applied to amateur 
Press work. The photographer must have 
some kno\vledge of the business side of 
his work (copyright matte.rs, and so on) ; 
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By "FREE-LA CE." 

be must study the requirements of his 
customers (the editors), and he must 
meet those requiren1encs as closely as 
possible. I t is wise to regard profitable 
photography as only half a matter of 
photographic skill; the other half is 
n1ade up of salesmanship. 

Openings 
Saleable photographs for Press pur

poses may be divided into four groups : 
(1) news pictures of the "red bot" 
kind; (2) less urgent topical nev?s 
pictures, of the kind used by che weekly 
ne\vspapers ; (3) illustrations for articles ; 
and (4) purely decorative photographs. 
Most amateu1·s should realise that 
unless exceptio~al opportunities arise: 
red-hot ne\vs pictures are best left to 
staff photographers and the photo 
agencies. Speed such as the amateur can 
rarely attain, and careful and detailed 
distributing organisation, are essential in 
selling these pictures. Less urgent news 
pictures, however, may be tackled by 



tbe amateur. T he market is one that is 
often overlooked, but consideration of 
the oe\vspapers will reveal a fairly wide 
market. The openings lie in the pro
vincial newspapers, particularly the 
county \veeklies. They use many photo
graphs which, though not topically 
red-bot, do possess a cercain news value. 
As these county and sn1all town news
papers can rarely afford to keep a big 
staff of photographers, chc \vork of 
oucsidcrs is usually \velcomed, if it is up 
to publication standard. The demolition 
of a land1nark at the behest of road 
makers fo r instance, may be turned to 
profit by an alert phocographer in the 
district. A photograph of the doomed 
object, with a short explanatory caption, 
would probably be \Vekomcd by the 
weeklies covering the area. 

A Tip 

A tip in this connection is to subnut chc 
photograph to the weeklies which 
(though they do circulate the district) arc 
published in a tO\vn some distance away. 
The nearer the town of publication is to 
t~e su~ject of t~c photograph, the more 
Likely 1s the editor co send one of his 
staff phot.o&raphcrs to obcain che picture. 
By subn11ttmg photographs of this type 
to the weeklies, small sums '.vhich greatly 
reduce the amateur's photographic ex
penses n1ay be obtained. Remember that 
for '.vceklies published on Friday and 
Saturday photographs should be sub
mitted on. Mon?ay or Tuesday. Only 
urgent topical pictures stand a chance of 
acceptance later in the week. 

Technical Tips 

Subjects for photographs for the 
local \vecklies, especially during the 
sumn1cr n1onths, are hiking and camping 
scenes. They should be taken in the 
paper's circulation area, or should show a 
party of bikers or campers from that 
district. For instance, a photograph 
showing a party of Y orkshirc schoolboys 
camping in Wales would hardly be 
acceptable to the editor of a Southern 
county weekly, but it 'vould probably 
appeal to the editor of the local Welsh 
weekly aod the newspaper in the area 
from which the campers have come. 

. ~n takiJ;ig photographs of this kind, 
tt 1s very important to show the subjects 
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e!l~agcd in some task or sport-cooking, 
ainng the camp bedding, aod so on. 
The figures must be shown prominently, 
too. 

As to the technique of Press pictures, 
whether for chc weekly papers or for 
publication in other ways, excellence 
was never more greatly in demand than 
it is to-day. First-class materials such 
as ImperiaJ plates, Scio and Selocluome 
films, and Ilford papers, are essential. 
OnJy paper that will give good blacks 
a~d yet ~ctaii: the gradation of the 
highlights 1s suitable. Great strides have 
taken place in newspaper reproducrion 
me~hods during recent years, aod the 
delicate half- tones can now be faithfully 
~ep.~od~ced. A good method, to gain an 
1nd1cat1on o~ t~c technique required, is to 
srudy che ongmal photographs displayed 
outside newspaper offices. 

Decora tive Pictures 

Apart from pictures \Vith a news 
" rag," there is to-day a good opening in 
the weekly papers for photographs of chc 
purely decorative kind. The demand for 
these can be judged fron1 the fact that 
some editors of weekly oe\vspapers have 
app.ro~ched. theii: local photographic 
soctet1cs '.VLth a Vle'\v to members main
taining a supply of prints for payment at 
ios. 6d. each or hJgher. Some of the 
provincial v;;eeklies now use a large 
de~orative photograJ?h on chc cover, and 
e~tors oft~n find ~1fficulry in obtaining 
suitable pru:ts I First, these prints must 
have. local 10terc~t as far as possible (a 
requirement which largely cuts out 
competition from the photo agencies and 
g~ves the local amateur a chance) . Rural 
pictures often score, and the country 
photographer therefore is on equal terms 
with the city photographer. As much as 
one guinea is paid by some provincial 
newspapers for photographs '.Vhich can 
be used oo the cover. 

These pictures are important because 
they arc. intended to cacch che eye of 
prospective readers as the papers lie on 
the bookstalls. Striking treatment of the 
subjects is the~efore needed, though they 
need not be bizarre. Human incercst is 
advisable, and child pictures, if they are 
handled well, arc '.Vinners. On the other 
hand, one successful cover picture was 
an ~Jargement from a small snapshot, 
showtng ~old ~ountry postman plodding 
along with bis sack slung over his 
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shoulder. Seasonal pictures (snow, 
floods, spring sunshine, and similar 
scenes) are also popular. Prints must be 
of the right proportions for the space 
they are intended to occupy. It is useless 
to submit a long, upright, panel-shaped 
photograph to a newspaper which uses 
only square pictures on its cover. In every 
case, however, first class rechnique is 
essential, prints must be bright and 
clean, especially in the definition. It 
may be necessary to submit a print as 
large as the size of the newspaper repro
ductions (ofcen 15 in . by z.o in. or more), 
and only perfectly sharp negatives will 
enlarge well to such dimensions. Imperial 
Plates and Sclochrome Films will be most 
suitable, as the grain of the emulsion is 
sufficiently fine to prevent " grainy " 
enlargements. 

Illustrated Articles 
To the photographer who has a fair 

amount of writing ability, or '.vho can 
collaborate with a journalist, illustrated 
articles offer a profitable opening. The 
market is wide-there 
arc, for instance, many 
magazines devoted to 
outdoor topics, such as 
motoring, cycling, and 
hiking. They use many 
illustrated articles in the 
course of a year. lf a 
study of a particular 
magazine suggests that 
you can submit a 1\1.S. 
and photogn1phs upon 
so1ne subject likely to 
interest the readers, the 
best plan is to enquire 
\Vhether the contribu
tion would be of 
interest. If possible, 
enclose a bacch of photo
graphs to show the 
illustrations you can 
supply. 

Not only may you 
thus save yourself wasted 
effort (for you will be 
told whether the maga
zine is " full up" with 
material), but the editor's 
reply may give an indi
cation of the exact type 
of work desired. Though 
magazines in a certain 
class may appear very 
similar, their require
ments differ widely so 

far as photographs are concerned. Some 
of the motoring magazines, for example, 
are intended to increase the sales of 
particular makes of car, and if submitted 
photographs include a car of that make, 
they will receive far more favourable 
consideration than they would otherwise 
do. 

Photographs intended for the cycling 
and biking Press should show, if possible, 
a hiker or cyclist. Another point arises 
here, too, for the cyclist or biker should 
be one of che class which reads these 
papers. The cycling papers cater chiefly 
for the club cyclist, and figures shown in 
photographs should be unmistakable club 
riders, who do not ride heavy "dread
nought" bicycles or \vcar ordinary 
flannels when awbeel. 

It will be seen that to make money 
from. free-lance Press photography, the 
requtremcnts of editors must be srudied 
from every angle. Regular money is not 
to be made by the amateur '.vho shirks 
this duty, but the rewards make such 
study well worth while. 
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Cruising with 
a camera 
T HE modern vogue for cruising at 

popular prices provides many new 
and delightful opportunities for the 

amateur photographer. There are many 
quaint and picturesque places now easy 

of access, which were 
almost impossible even to 
the rich in pre-war days. 

Although I always use 
Imperial Plates at borne, 
1 find fihns are much 1nore 
convenient when touring, 
and readers ,vho rely upon 
the D. & P. man are \Veil 
catered for afloat, Selo and 
Selochrome films being 
always available. Every 
cruising ship carries a photo-
grapher who will d-.!velop and print your 
snaps quickly at reasonable prices, and he 
will be found to be a mine of information 
as to time of exposure, etc. This does not 
differ very much from conditions at 
home so far as the nearer cruising places 
are concerned except in winter and early 
spring, when the bright sun in the .tvfed
itcrranean is misleading and there' is a 
risk of under-exposure. · 

There is no need to wait until you!land 
before getting out your camera. - The 
jolly life on deck will provide many 
opportunities, and will enable you to 
secure interesting souvenirs of the voyage. 
The ship's sports always provide many 
amusing subjects, espe:cially the bolster 
nght over the swimming pool on a 
narrow spar, the bun-biting contest and 
the comic band. Subjects like these fre
quently sell well to the newspapers for 
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By GEORGE LONG, F.R.G.S. 

cru1s10g to-day is definitely " in the 
news." 

Generally speaking the owner of a 
small camera secures bis best results 
from subjects which arc close up. Do 
not waste films on a distant view of the 
first foreign port you enter. The glorious 
panorama of white houses and distant 
mountains, so thrilling and impressive 
full si2e in natural colours, is very different 
when reduced to 3f x zi inches in size 
and deprived of its colours. For the same 
reason. general views of any kind, and 
even p1c0:1rcs of very large buildings, are 
usually disappointing when taken with 

tiny cameras. The best 
view of the Empire State 
Building (New York) or 
11ilan Cathedral can only 
be got by means of a 
special camera and a posi
tion on an adjoining roof. 
In spite of old man Euclid, 
the part photographically 
is often greater than the 
whole, and you arc more 
likely to secure worth while 
pictures by taking some 
detail of the building than 

by ao attempt to secure the \vhole 
vast structure. Street scenes can be 
charming, especially if figures in pictur
esque costumes are included ; but there 
can be no doubt that people rather .. than 
buildings are the most interesting subjects 
for the cruising photographer. 

Having snapped subjects of this:kind 
in forty countries, and in four out of the 
five continencs, I am speaking from real 
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experience. Old-world 
national costumes are 
always delightful, and 
as they are rapidly dying 
out they 1nay also be of 
real value some day. 

delightful subject!>, es· 
pecially in the so~~:: : 
Sevi lie, Nfalaga, ere. 
Portugal is not so good 
but some fine examples 
may be found. Holland 
i ~ \'Cty rich indeed, 
C'$pecialiy on market day 
at Middleburg, and in 
Volcndam and Marken: 
there are a few old 
costumes still to be seen 
at fairs and markets in 
Denmark and Sweden, 
and among the fjords of 
Norway. 

Nearly all the places 
visited by our cruising 
steamers offer subjects of 
this kind, but, of course, 
you must know where to 
look for them. Fairs and 
Markets are always good 
hunting grounds, for 
cbey arc attended by the 
country folk who are the 
stalwarts of national cos
tu1ne, and continue to 
wear thcn1 when the 
town Miss has adopted 
Paris fashions. •: This is 

A G1't11k Higltlamt Soldier, A thens. 

The wonderful Sprec
vald, about fifty miles 
from Berlin, is a good 
hunting ground, as is 
also the Black Forest 
and Bavaria. The 

, . 

_,.. peasants in the Austrian 
Tirol still wear their 
old costumes, and on 
Whit-Monday in Vienna 
there is a wonderful 
festival ·with decorated 
motor cars. Hungary 
is exceedingly rich in 
wonderful embroideries, 
and all the Balkan States 
are very colourful. Tur
~ey is no\v disappoint-

so even in such places 
~s Istanbul, where old 
costumes have almost 
vanished during the 
lase decade. Nfany of 
these people are quite 
willing to pose, but best 
results arc obtained when 
they can be snapped 
doing something, sell
ing goods, drawing 
\Vater, smoking a pipe 
or even chatting to 
friends. Never let them 
scare straight at the 
camera. 

Fisher Girls, Volendam. H?llm1d. ing ; the fez bas given 
place to the cap, and 
flowing robes have been 
exchanged for second
hand European reach
mc-downs. rfhe Asiatic 
and African coasts still 
cling to the old ways 
with the glamorous 
dancing girls to add 
zest to the mixture. 

All along the African 
coast, from i\[orocco 
right round to Egypt, 
the dancing girls arc to 
be found in every port, 
and right inland in nearly 
every town and village 
of the Sahara. They are 
exceedingly picturesque 
models whether you 
photograph them in their 
gay traditional costume, 
or in the nude. But in all 
cases they demand a fee 
and they will not give 
you a chance to get a 
picture without payn1ent. 

Don't forget men can 
provide even more at
tractive subjects than 
\VOmen. The flowing 
robes of the Arabs and 
rhe white kilts of the 
Greeks will fascinate 
every photographer with 
a love for rhe picturesque. 

The following are a 
few of the places where 
good pictures of pretty 

House of Pilate, Seville. Finally remember that 
figure studies are better 

native costumes can be obtained. France, 
Fairs of Normandy, the Pardons of 
Brittany, the Vintage Festivals and 
Religious Fetes of the South are all good 
bunting grounds. Spain abounds in 
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taken in rhe shade ; but 
if your camera bas only a small aperture, 
then you have no choice, as cbey will be 
under-exposed uoJess taken in the sun. 

So no'' pack up your traps, and hon 
voyage. 



Stage Photography 
for the Amateur By c. P. , , AUGHAN. 

T HE arrival of the Ilford 1-fyper
sensitive Panchromatic Plate and 
Film has opened an altogether ne'v 

and fascinating field of operations for the 
amateur photographer, namely, that of 
taking snapshots of plays during the 
actual performance and with ordinary 
stage lighting. 

Such photographs, hitherto tbe mono
poly of the specialist equipped 'vitb special 
lenses, are now within the scope of far 
more modest apparatus, being easy prey 
for the "F/4.5's," whilst even the 
humble cc F /S's" can secure tbeir quota 
under favourable conditions. The 
accompanying illustrations will serve to 
demonstrate ·the 
possibilities of 1 this 
truly phenomenal 
plate. These scenes 
(from Gilbert and 
Sullivan's cc The 
Gondoliers ") were 
taken from the circle 
of a theatre wholly 
reserved for amateur 
productions and the 
lighting, whilst quite 
good, was not of that 
powerful brilliance 
obtaining in some of 
the regular theatrf'S. 
The camera, an or
dinary, twelve-year
old vest-pocket in
strument (6 X 4.5 
c1n.), fitted with the 
u.;ual 3 in. lens of 
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F/4.5 ma..ximum aperture obtained three 
of these pictures at a shutter speed of 
but one-third of a second ; the fourth 
scene (the ball-room) received one 
second at F /6.3. Better illuminated 
stages would, of course, allow the use 
of even briefer exposures. Before 
commencing operations it is advis
able to write a polite letter to the 
management of tbe theatre soliciting 
permission to take photographs during 
the performance. This is usually un
hesitatingly given and is sometimes even 
accompanied by a request to be shown 
the results. 

Generally speaking the centre seat in 

the front row of the 
circle is the best 
vantage point, as it 
offers an uninter
rupted vie\v of tbe 
stage \Vithout that 
awkward upward 
angle usually asso
ciated with its 
counterpart in the 
stalls. The balus
trade, moreover, 
serves as an admir
able support for the 
camera as a tripod is 
out of the question. 
Should your view
finder be of the 
direct-vision type, lean forward, rest 
your elbows on tbe padded railing, 
pressing the camera against your fore
head and the bridge of your nose ; you 
will then become an excellent substitute 
for a tripod and exposure of one or 
more seconds may be given without any 
trace of camera shake. 

There is an exciting element of sport in 
securing these snaps, because your wits 
will be pleasurably exercised in antici
pating the precise moment when the 
actors will " hold " a pose for a second 
or two during which the exposure may 
be made without fear of movement on 
their part. These pauses are somewhat 
more difficult to foresee in straight plays 
than in musical productions, but it is 
c;urprising \Vhat little practice is needed 
before becoming quite an adept at 
anticipating the tense moments. Musical 
comedies are the ideal pieces for begin
ners ; besides being usually more 
brilliantly illuminated, the singers in-

variably hold the last note of a song, and 
if the first chorus be followed carefully, 
one can be ready to release the shutter at 
exactly the right instant as the encore 
finishes . 

Despite their extreme sensitivity, Ilford 
Hypersensitive Plates and Films are just 
as easy to manipulate as the slower 
panchromatics when developed in a tank, 
o r desensitised prior to dish develop
ment. Half the recom111ended time for 
the development of average subjects wi II 
usually .suffice for the production of 
these negatives, as stage lighting ts 
inclined to be somewhat harsh. 

Incidentally, the excellent colour render
ing of these plates is particularly well 
exemplified in the photographs which 
include the drummer and the girl with 
the muff. His vivid scarlet tunic and her 
bright blue cloak were both of about the 
same tone value, and have been fairh
fuUy reproduced as such, although no 
colour filters were used. 

II 
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The very high speed of Imperial 
Eclipse Plates, 850 H. & D., 
allied with their exceptional 
laticude, ensures good negatives 
of action subjects wich the 
briefest exposures. Their uni
form reliability, freedom from 
tendency to fog and excellent 
density-giving properties assure 
for these plates a continuance of 
the popularity they enjoy amongst 
those who supply the press with 
" d h " . Ti.. re - ot news pictures. 11ey 
are also ideal for artificial light 
photography, interiors, portraits, 
figure subjects and general 'vork. 
They have been well named " The 
plates of many merits." 

Proof of the more general appreciation of 
truthful monochrome translation of colour 
subjects is seen in the increasing use of 
Imperial Panchromatic, Eclipse Panchro
n1acic B. and Eclipse Panchromatic Soft, all 
of which possess high colour sensitivity. 

Nothing is beyond their capacity- they 
register with equal fidelity the relative tone 
values of the vivid hues of Bowers, the 
delicate tints of Springciine and the rich 
colours of Autumn. At the seaside they are 
particularly valuable. Prints from negatives 
on these plates, with or without a com
pensating filter on the lens, of golden sands, 
cloud-flecked blue skies, yachts and ship
ping, snapshots of children, etc., display a 
quality which_;no other •·negative medium 
can give. 
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COMPREHENS I VE 

RANGE FOR 

ALL PURPOSES 
HIGH SPEED 

PANCHROMAT I C 
ORTH·oct-tiOMATIC 

FOil AMA.UQ AND 
PRO F E IO NAL 

' . 
In addition to the high speed 

and panchromatic plates detailed 
on the opposite page, ocher 
popular Imperial Plates include 
the Special Rapid (ideal for time 
exposures anri "snaps ") ; Orcho 
brands (notable amongst which 
is N.F. (Non-Filter), embodying 
an X.4 6.lter in its emulsion, for 
true renderings of yellows, greens 
and blues and the subtleties of 
shimmering sunshine and deep 
shado\vs). For subjects requiring 
the finest grain, such as trans
parencies and. enlarged negatives, 
Fine Grain Ordinary and Ordin
ary are unequalled. 

For those interested in Record, 
Natural History, 1vficroscopic and 
Scientific work, Imperial plates are a 
boon. Unifom1ly reliable, they readily 
give any desired density with a clean 
cut image. For time exposures a slow 

• or medium speed plate contributes to 
the production of prints possessing a 
wide range of cones, rich shadows and 
bigh-lighcs full of detail. Backed 
places are ahvays \vorch the slight 
extra cost. They eliminate risk of 
balation and ensure a clear, bright 
tmage no matter how difficult the 
subject. 

anlern ..... ., t'fJ!ales 

JL_ 

Few photographic activities benefit the worker 
n1ore than lantern slide making. A voidancc of 
pin-holes from dust particles and accurate and 
clean \VOrking, promises a high scandarJ of 
technique. 

• 

Imperial Special Lantern Plates for contact 
and reduction and Gaslight for black tones 
give slides so fine in character as to suggest a 
completed grainless image. The ideal slide, 
however strong, 1s aiways clear and transparent. 



W HENEVER you take a holiday you 
will derive greater enjoyment from 
it and from your camera if you 

endeavour to obtain records which are 
different fron1 the general run of holiday 
photographs. Many disappoint because 
the subjects arc neither interesting nor 
heauciful and cell no definite story. 

Haphazard photography usually obtains 
haphazard rcsu lts, and if you wish to get 
pictures that will recall all the happy days 
which you spent in the open, then you 
will be 'I.veil advised to spend a little time 
in arranging suitable subjects. 

For example, we will suppose chat you 
are touring England by car and have 
decided co explore some mountainous 
and beautiful district that ha.~ channed you 
with its wildness, its inystery and its 
beauty of space and atmosphere. You 
are so intrigued with the romantic 
spirit of the scenery that you keep on 
exposing films, here, there and every
where. But if you wish to obtain n:cords 
'1.Vhich are " different " then you must 
study some of the ways and means by 
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By Cru.s. R. DENTON. 

·which you can make them appear different. 
First of all you must have a definite 
object co photograph. This seems so 
obvious a matter that you may \vonder 
why I make so elementary a statement. 
I make it because it is well known to 
experienced photographers that a very 
large number of beginners do make the 
mistake of not choosing a definitely 
inreresting or beautiful subject, but fire 
away their films on subjects so utterly 
uninteresting and \VOrthlcss that they 
grow tired of their hobby and very soon 
give it up. Now if you train yourself to 
look for attractive subjects around you 
you will gain greater interest from your 
hobby and you will also get good travel 
photographs. 

Value of Distance 

I have used a travel photograph to 
illustrate my point-the Honister Pass in 
the English Lakeland, see page 1 ~ • Now 
the Honister Pass is a weU-knowo beauty 
spot and many films and plates are used 
upon it by an1ateurs but not all of these 

record the loveliness and grnodeue bf 
the scenery. Let us examine this illustra· 
tion and see why it is a travel record "'l.Vhlch 
is different from the average one. One 
of the most interesting impressions there 
at the fooc of the Pass is the rough, 
winding road and the background of 
mountains, named I-Iigh Crag, High 
Stile and Red Pike. The photographer 
was i111pressed by che beauty of these hut 
he did not expose his film without first 
carefully moving about, so that be 
obtained a view-point whereby the lines 
of the road formed graceful curves 
running into the distance where the 
mountains formed an iinpressive and 
noble background. The cars in the fore
ground 'I.Vere included deliberately because 
they form a black mass \Vhich contrasts 
with the greyish tone of the distance 
and tbro'l.VS it (cbe distance) back, giving 
the feeling chat the mountains are really 
far away in the background and not cut 
out of cardboard. Also che sun was 
sinking, and pouring from the left down 
into the golden mist which 'l.vas beginning 
co veil the distant mountains. Advantage 
was taken of this co secure the result 
shown and Selo panchromatic roll film 
was used to ensure a correct rendering 
of the various cones. 

When photographing subjects like 
these over-exposure should be avoided, 
because it tends to flatten out the tones 
of the negative and the print does not 
show the bright, plucky effect desired. 
Films and lenses are made so fast to·day 
that over-exposure is liable to become a 
greater fault than under-exposure, which 
used to be the chief trouble when films 
and plates were slower. When such 
records arc printed it may be necessary 
to print out the sky a little deeper so that 
the cloud forms are brought out clearer. 
This can be done by shading the landscape 
with a piece of card while the sky is given 
a little longer exposure. 

lf you cake the trouble to think 
before you snap, and spend a few minutes 
studying your subject with a view to 
making the best of it before the film or 
plate is exposed, you will obtain a 
much higher percentage of successful 
and interesting holiday photographs than 
if you make haphazard snaps of every 
beautiful scene you come across. 

\Xlhen touring records are being n1ade 
and you include your car in the picture, 
or your friends hiking or cycling, try 
to make them fit in with the spirit of the 
comp?sition. To pose them in a group, 
laughing at the camera or just spra"'·ling 
aimlessly or a'l.vkwardly about the land
scape is fatal. 

At the foot of /fo11ister Pass. 



Trees Maketh 
Pictures 

T HIS perversion of an old proverb 
might be a maxim for the amateur 
photographer-a golden rule for 

successful landscape photography. 

As a clever pictorial worker once said, 
" Trees are nature's buildings ; there are 
cottages, houses and sky-scrapers, and 
just as these make up village, town and 
city, so the trees in their many sizes and 
varieties make the landscape a place of 
opportUOity to the pictorialist ; a place 
where he can secure pictures more 
beautiful than those depicting man's 
handiwoJ:k- and \Vhich can be repeated 
with telling effect at each change of the 
season." 

Many photographs which might be real 
pictures are flat and lifeless merely because 
there is nothing to break up the fore
ground. The amateur who wishes to 
make beautiful studies of landscape work 
should choose his camera position care
fully, not in any haphazard way. Fre
quently people may be seen taking a 
snapshot of a Bat expanse of countryside 
whilst standing right beside trees. The 
result is a pictorial failure ; had a little 
thought been given to the matter the 
photographer would have moved further 
back and got the trees in the picture. This 
is a point which frequently arises in 
landscape photography and all that is 
needed is a lit tle care in choice of posidon. 

Wben there are no clouds, trees may 
be made to take their place in breaking 
up an otherwise " bald " sky by just 
arranging to include such trees as are 
tall enough for the purpose. 

Trees, of coutse, can very often be made 
to yield good photographs in themselves, 
i.e., without acting as the " make-up " as 
it were, of other subjects. In such cases 
it is generally best to secure some special 
treatment, for instance, great contrast in 
the light and shade, giving distinctive 
shadows in the foreground. In other 
cases it is better to disobey the old 1ule 
of standing " back to the sun," and 
take the photograph when the light is 
striking through the trees, so that the 

By LESLIE G. SANDYS. 

leaves and branches act as a screen to 
shield the lens from tbe light. Many fine 
effects can be secured in this way and 
experience will teach when it is advisable 
to adopt this method. 

When taking pictures of trees for the 
trees, a safe general rule is to expose 
to get full detail in them, hut when 
they are merely to add effect to other 
objects they should be more or less in 
shadow and mo.st of the detail should 
be in the main objects. 

Many amateur photographers are realis
ing the help which is afforded by the use 
of pancruomatic material wbicb can be 
obtained in plates and roll film. Pan
chromatic material will give better results 
in monochrome when dealing with land
scape subjects, for the colours are 
rendered in their true tonal values. 
Incidentally, this is an advantage when 
one wishes to colour the pt.ints, because 
the tones on the print show through the 
transparent dyes and give tbe tints the 
correct depth. 

Points to temembet, therefore, when 
taking landscape p.ictu res, are, ( 1) Whether 
trees are available, and (2) if so, will they 
improve the photograph ; (3) Choqse the 
position with care to get in just the 
portions required without blocking out 
any of the main object ; (4) Is the light 
in the right direction in relation to rhe 
camera ; (5) Is detail wanted in the 
trees-this will help in determining the 
exposure, and (6) What negative material 
should be used to secure the desired result 
- this will help in deciding wbat result is 
wanted. 

For landscape work Imperial E clipse 
Panchromatic B Plates are a perfect 
mediun1, whilst for those who prefer film, 
Sela Panchromatic Roll Film will be 
found ideal. Panchromatic materiaJ 
costs a little more but this is more tban 
compensated for by the added attractive
ness of the results. lt is in such work as 
this that the value of panchromatic 
emulsions is illustrated. 

American E lm at Hargltam., Norfotk. (Pliotograpll by Richard S t. B arbe Bakt1'. ) 
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By 1-IAROLt> GRAINGER. 

l T js not surprising that Gaslight and 
Brcn1idc arc by far the most popular 
printing papers to-d~¥. Not only do 

they provide opporturuu.cs for the. pr?
duction of prints of the highest quality in 
the shortest possible time, but, of g~eater 
importance is the fact .that such choice of 
gradation and surface 1s offered by m~u
facturers that no matter what the quality 
of the negative, a grade can be s~ected 
,vbich will give results equal, if not 
superior to any other process. More
over whatever one's personal preference 
may' be, wbethe~ delicate. higb-~ey 
renderings approprtate for child studies, 
or a long scale of tones favoured by 
landscape and other workers, these 
developing papers meet the demands of 
the most critical. Theo, too, the ease 
with which first-class enlargements c:an 
be made is a valuable feature of bromide 
paper, and one which will appeal to all 
enthusiastic photographers. 

For Good Image Colour 
The essential rich black colour which 

1narks all good prints is obtained hy s.o 
timing exposure that full. development is 
obtained in the correct ume. 

Using the developer at 65° Fahr. 
Gaslight prints should have compl~ted 
development in 45 seconds and Bromides 
in z ~ to 3 minutes. 

Correct exposure can be. accurately 
determined by the following simple 

method. A sheet of paper ~s expo~cd 
und er a negative in successive strips, 
each section receiving double the ex
posure of the preceding on~, i .e., 5 >41 TO, 

20 and 40 seconds, respectively. F~·o1n 
this after full development and fixation, 
it is' possible to estimate exposure exactly. 
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The developer must be always fresh. 
Never use an ovct'\vorked or stale 
solution. Immediately prints assu1;ic 
a rusty colour, replace the ~eveloper w~th 
a fresh supply. This parucularly apl?lies 
to prints intended for subsequent toning, 
as nothing but a rich ~ully developed 
image of a good colour 1s of any use. 

Two developers which give equally 
good results are Amidol and Metol
Hydroquinone. The latter keeps better 
in solution but to ensure freedom from 
stains prin~s should . be rin.sed in . wat~r 
after development pttor to immersion 10 

the acid fixing bath. Free acces~ of t~e 
solution to the image for ten llllOutes is 
essential for thorough fixation. 

Enlarging from Small Negatives 
In these days of small can1eras it is 

welJ to remember that no light excep~ng 
that which passes through the negative 
should be allowed to reach the bromide 
paper. If, for instance, a negative smaller 
than the carrier is in use, margins should 
be masked off, as even a strip of clear 
glass round tbe negative is sufficient to 
fog the picture. 

The Ideal Type of Negative for 
Enlarging 

The plan adopted by experts of 
developing negatives to suit the printing 
process to be used is especially applicable 
\vhcre enlarging appararus is employed. 
The simple rule then is, the more powerful 
the illuminant, the more vigorous the 
negative may be. Thus with coodenser
less apparatus, where exrosure is by 
reflected light, or where o i is the illumi
nant, negatives should, to avoid pro
hibitively long exposures, be relatively 
thin ; \vhereas, assuming the use of 
apparatus 'l.vith condenser and direct 
light, stronger negatives arc more suitable. 
Probably the ideal 
negative density 
for enlargers with 
condensers in gen
eral uS'e is one 
which will give a 
good contact print 
on P.0.P. or Selo 
Soft Gaslight Paper. 
Tbe important 
point to remember 
is that high-lights 
should be of suffi
cient density to re
veal detail in the 
enlargement. 

Simple Tips 
In the produc

tion of exhibition 
pictures by enlarg
ing, bromide paper 
lends itself admir
ably to amendments 
in , exposure, and 
also to printing in 
clouds in landscape 
negatives. A simple 
method of holding back selected parts 
of the subject so that the tones will be 
lighter is to attach to a strip of thin, 
clear glass a piece of paper trimmed to 
the shape of the projected size but a 
little smaller. Held a little distance in 
front of the easel during part of the 
exposure, the shadow cast on the bromide 
paper 'l.vill keep that portion from de
veloping up as strong as it otherwise 
would. Parts requiring more density 
can be given increased exposure through 
a hole a little smaller than the projected 
size cut in a sheet of thin card a little 
larger than the bromide paper, similarly 
held a little distance in front of the easel. 
To ensure blending of the tones the 

masks should be kept moving slightly 
during exposure. 

A Good Sepia Toner 
A reliable formula for rich, sepia 

tones (cream base Bromide yields the 
best results) is to bleach and wash the 
print in a solution composed of t oz. of 
Potassium Ferricyanide and 1 oz. of 
Potassium Bromide in 10 ozs. of \vater. 
Only a faint in1age remains after immer
sion in this solution for about 3 minutes, 
after whicb the print should be "vashed 
well in running water and re-developed 
in a sulphide solution. The stock sulphide 
solution should be made up as follows :

Sodium Sulphide 
t oz., water up 
to 1 o ozs., and 
from this take 1 oz. 
of solution and 
make up to 10 ozs. 
with water. Tn 
this solution the 
print will acquire 
quickly a rich, sepia 
colour and when 
the right colour is 
obtained it should 
be "vashed for half 
an hour. 

Contact 
Printing 

The four grades 
of Selo Gaslight 
Paper yield exqui
site prints entirely 
free from stain or 
tendency to fog. 
They are particu
larly suitable for 
album prints from 
small negatives. 

l lfordi.' •Bromide Paper is produced 
in grades and surfaces suitable for 
every requirement. Glossy for maxi
mum detail necessary for reproduction 
and similar purposes. Rough, Cream 
Crayon, Satin, etc., on White or 
Cream bases, for pictorial work. 
Tb ere are also Chamois, Velvet, Egg 
Shell and many others, all of which can 
be thoroughly recommended. 



Crossing the 
Stream 

T HE 1nodern rainbler 
rightly boasts his 
freedom to wander at 

will. He is independent both 

By GEORGE LONG, F.R.G.S. 

of \vbeelcd traffic and the 
roads which carry it. He can 
even discard footpaths and 
wander over mountain or 
moorland, but sooner or 
later he finds water in the 
way, and is faced with n1an's 
oldest travel problem of 
" crossing the strearn." There 
is no doubt that this was 
solved by prehistoric man 1 , "' 
centuries before the inven
tion of wheeled vehicles, 
and it will add to the interesc 
of our walks abroad to look 
out for these prehistoric 

... 

trackways, fo rds and old bridges. 
The first method of " crossing the 

stream" was undoubtedly co ·walk over 
at a shallow place, \vhich \Vas termed a 
ford ; and the large number of place 
names containing the word " ford" 
proves bow general this method once 
was. Very large rivers could be forded 
at selected points, and in Roman times 
there was even a ford over the Thames 
near Westminster. \'V'hen wheeled 
traffic came along a natural ford was 
unsatisfactory, as the carts stuck in the 
mud, and some very ancient paved fords 

/ 
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Cyclopean Bridge, r ost/,ritlgc, Darlmcr.r . 

were made so that vehicles coula ¥ross. 
The finest specimen of an ancient paved 
ford still in use can be seen on the River 
Avon, about mid\vay between Cleeve 
1-lill aod the town of Evesham. There 
are two ocher examples in Lhe West 
Country, one on the 11onnow at Long
town, and the other at Southall's Brook 
Eardisland. ' 

On Dartmoor there arc several remark
able ancient" Cyclopean" Bridges which 
some think are prehistoric. There is a 
fine specimen at Postbridge, six niiles 

from Princetown, but it 
may be only a pack-horse 
bridge. The oldest 
bridge in England which 
can be definitely dated 
is the wonderful old 
Triangular Bridge at 
Crowland (nea r Peter
borough) which is men
cioncd in a (barter of 
950 and so is probably 
considerably older. This, 
also, is a hiker's bridge; 
there is no room for 
vebicles and it is so 
old that it has outlived 
the stream which it once 
crossed and now stands 

'-------- -=-- _-=;;.:;_...-;;;::=---"'"·--· ·- ~------' 
high and dry on 
a waterless roadway. Triangular 131idge, Crowland. 
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These old pack·horse bridges are very 
beautiful and worth looking out for in 
our rambles. The best examples a.re to 
be found in the West Country, especially 
on Exmoo.r and Dartmoor, where even 
to-day tradesmen deliver thei r goods in 
some districts on horseback. At Bruton 
there is a very fine old bridge known as 
Bruton Bow which, with its reflection 
in the stream below, forms a perfect 

St. I ves Brulge, H:111ts. 

circle. I am afraid it will 
not stand mucb longer, as 
on my last visit it was in a 
very shaky condition and 
could be rocked by hand. 
Walkers around 1tinehead 
will find a lovely old pack
horse bridge at Alletford, 
and another with a double 
arch at Dunster. 

Ferries 

There were 111any ferries 
in medireval times, most of 
which have since been 
supplanted by bridges, but 
I am glad to say the old 
Pilgrims' Ferry at Guildford 
is still going strong, after a useful life 
of nearly eight centuries. Tbis is the 
same ferry as that used by the Pilgrims on 
their way to the shrine of St. Thomas at 
Canterbury, and is undoubtedly the 
oldest ferry in Britain. le is easily 
discovered by taking the Portsmouth 
road out of Guildford for nearly a 
mile, and then turning to the left by a 
footpath which passes close under the 
ruined church of St. Katherine, and 

reaches the river \V/ey in a couple of 
minutes. Bridges were of immense 
importance in medireval times and 
many towns have grown up at the point 
where tbe road crossed a deep river. 
Often an ancient castle still stands 
\Vhe.re it was erected to defend the 
bridge, as at Ludlow, Arundel and 
Richmond (Yorks). Sometimes the 
bridge itself was defended by fortifica-

tions and the best example 
still remaining is the 
fortified bridge on the 
river Monnow at Mon
mouth. 

Travelling was very 
difficult in days gone by 
and charitable folk often 
left n1oney in thei.t \vills 
for the building of bridges. 
Sometimes a chapel \vas 
erected on the bridge so 
that cravcllers might show 
their gratitude by praying 
for the soul of the donor. 
There are only four of 
these b rid ge chapels 
remaining in England 

Bridge of Sighs, Cambridge. 

to-day, two are still things of beauty, 
the others, alas, have been ruined by 
industrialism. The most delightful of all 
is the exquisite little structure on the 
ancient bridge at Bradford (\V/ilcs). A 
century ago it was used as a lock-up, and 
so provided a sparkling example of 
rustic wit. When a yokel bad been in 
trouble the locals would say " E 'ave a 
been over the river but under the vish." 
The fish can still be seen swinging on the 
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weathercock ab•)Ve the 
lock-up, and so the man 
who was over the river 
but under the fish, was 
safely secured in the lock
up. At St. Ives (Hunts) 
there is a very fine old 
bridge of six arches on 
which the ancient chapel 
stiU stands in good preser
vation. The t\vO remain
ing bridge chapels are in 
Yorkshire collicrydistricts, 
the finer of the t\VO is on 
the old bridge at \Xlakc
field, though the stream 
beneath is often as black as 
a sewer, and the other is 
on the old bridge over the 
Don at Rotherham. The 
chapel is nearly 500 years old, but is now 
used as a tobacconist's shop I 

T ouching Stories 

Many touching stories can be told of 
poor folk who bave given their savings 
generously to build a bridge which was 
sorely needed. A remarkable exarnple 
can still be seen near Chippenham (Wilts). 
There is a bridge of sixty arches and a 
stone causeway four and a half iniles in 
length travct·sing low lying marshy 
country from Chippenham to tbc top of 
\'(lick Hill. This \Vas provided by a poor 
market wo1nan named Maud Heath who 
left her savings to build the bridge and 
causeway, nearly 500 years ago. lt is 
said she bad walked this way daily for 
many years, and was an..'<ious to make 
things safer and more comfortable for 
those who followed after her. The money 
was invested in a trust, so tbat funds are 

Cliffcm Bridge, Bristol. 

still available for its maintenance. A much 
more romantic story is told of the famous 
Beggar's Bridge near ~icby, _Yorks.hire. 
It is a graceful stone bndge \vith a single 
arch, and bears on its eastern end the 
initials of its builder and the date. J;;. 
was fotmerly called Firris Bridge (froi:n 
its builder's name) but the romantic 
interest of the story killed tbe old name, 
and it is now "The Beggar's Bridge." 
When the wealthy Alderman Thon1as 
Firris \vas a penniless youth he \vas 
engaged to be married to a _girl who 
lived in a viUage on the other side of t~e 
rushing Esk. T hings seemed hopeless 1n 
England so be decided to seek his 
fottunc overseas and went to bid farewell , . 
to his sweetheart. The river was 1n 
flood so with a heavy heart he went 
away without saying farewell, but he 
made a vow that if he returned to 
England with money enough he would 

build a bridge at the spot, so 
that no young lover in future 
should suffer as he had done. The 
rest of the story is best told in 
the \vords of the old ballad, which 
runs something like this. I quote 
from memory. 
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" Tbe rover can1e back from a far 
distant land, 

And sought from the maiden her 
long promised hand, 

But be built, ere he \Ved her, the 
bridge of his VO\v, 

And the people of Egton pass . ,, 
over 1t now. 

Alton Towers 
A Photographer's Paradise By HENRY \X'ALKER 

W HEN nature bas cast off the somb:e 
garb of winter, when flowers begin 
to appear upon tbe earth, and rhe 

time of the singing of birds has come, 
photographers love to get away fro1~ 
" the dust and din and stcan1 of town, 
dive deep down into tbe heart of the 
country and enjoy to the full the beauty 
of tree' and flo"·er, of fair _lands~pes, 
placid lakes, and rhe evcrlasr1ng bills. 

Those who would care to sec some
thing of rhe bcaury o~ an English c<;>untry
side eminently suitable for pictorial 
pho~ography, wiU be well advised to 
run over to Alton 'fowers, once the 
hon1e of the Earls of Shrewsbury and 
Talbot. It lies in tbe vale of the Churner, 
on the eastern fringe of Staffordshire, a 
charming valley affordin& many opp_or
tunicies for picture making of a high 
or<lct. lo the grounds, too, of Alton 
Towers the ca1nera will be kept busy 
amid the majestic woodlands, especially 
the cedars, \Vhich arc reputed to be the 
finest in England. 

Tbe lakes .and waterfalls also will 
appeal to the photographer, whilst the 
artistic garden ornaments., and statuary 
supply motifs for many a picture. 

R om a ntic Story 
Quite a romantic story is told of the 

genesis of these beautiful gardens and 
grounds, a narrative which adds co~
siderablc interest to the visit. Eady 1n 
the nineteenth centurv the Earl of 
Shre\vsbury stood on ari eminence over
lookiJ1g the vale of the Churoet, then a 
scene of wild grandeur, and he made a 
VO\V that be would transform it into a 
garden, he would make the wilderne~s 
bud and blossom like the rose, though !t 
cost a million in the doing. 

And so he set to work, wrestling with 
the forces of nature until he won the 
victorv and created such a scene of 
lovellii~ss that Cowper was inspired to 
"·rite :-

"If Heaven be ever felt below, 
A scene, so lovely, sure as this, 
May cause a heart on earrb to know 
Some foretaste of celestial bliss." 

In the midst of all tbe beauty he bad 
brought into being, he built a fairy-like 
palace, fit abode for one who had an eye 
for cbe splendour of Nature and Art. 
As a memorial to the Earl a Choragic 
Temple from Athens has been set up in 
the gardens, in which stands bis bust, 
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with the significant inscription : " fle 
made the Desert smile." 

All about the pleasaunce there arc 
a number of rare garden o rnaments 
such as Chinese Temples and Pagodas, 
a Roman Bath and Loggia, a miniature 
of Stonehenge, all of which are 
\velcome aids to the photographer in 
his attempts to secure pleasing aod 
artistic pictures. It was a happy 
thought on the part of the Earl to 
leave the Rock \Xlalk in its natural 
state, and there may be seen the site of 
the battle of Slain H ollow, and Ina's 
Rock, relics of the days of the Saxons. 
The Rock Walk commands exquisite 
views across the vale of the Churnet, 
and the photographer will find many 
subjects for his camera. 

Those interested in domestic archi
tecture will enjoy making studies in 
the Hall, with its Banqueting Hall, 
Sculpture Gallery, Armoury and 
Chapel. 

There 1s a railway station at 
A hon (L.M.S.) ,vhich is quite close 
co Alton T owers, whilst bus services 
are available from Uttoxctcr, Stafford, 
Burton, Derby and Ashbourne. 

• 

Chi•iese Pagoda, All0t1 Towers . 

Choragic Temple, Al/011 T()fl)ers. 


